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Book Reviews
Avi. Devil's Race. HarperCollins Publishers, 1984. ISBN 0-397-32095-7.
$13.89. 152 pp.

B

5+

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

Around midnight one day last week, I sat in bed trying to finish Avi's
novel, Devil's Race (1984), but I just couldn't do it. The story, a mild one as
stories go, had me spooked- so spooked I closed the book, pulled the blankets
up to my chin, and tried to go to sleep. It was fitful sleep.
Devil's Race is simply written: no extravagant scenes slow the plot , and
the plot itself is neither complex nor horrifying. But it was eerie and
discomforting, just the sort of thing many young readers enjoy these days . It
starts with six teen-year-old John Proud' s discovery that his evil
great-great-great-great grandfather, also named John Proud, was hanged in 1854
for being a demon . When young John visits the grave of his evil ancestor, the
ghost of evil John appears and tells young John that he hopes to trade places
with him.
John cannot shake the visitation and becomes tormented by the thought that
the evil within him conjured up his ancestor. The story leads to a predictable
showdown, Good John vs . Bad John, but its predictability doesn't detract from
its suspense and eeriness.
Younger readers-those who will eventually read books by R. L. Stine,
Christopher Pike, Patricia Windsor, and other-will e~oy cutting their horror
teeth on this novel. But I doubt they'd enjoy reading it alone, in a dark, quiet
room, late at night.

••••

Barton, Byron.
The Little Red Hef!.
Illustrated by Byron Barton.
HarperCollins Publishers , 1993.
ISBN 0-06-021675-1.
$12.89.
Unpaginated.

*

Pre-2

PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

Barton retells the well-loved story of the LittLe Red Hef!, who asks each of
her three lazy friends to help plant, harvest, grind, and make bread. Each time
the pig, duck, and cat reply "Not I." Not until the bread is ready to eat do they
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offer to help. Then, of course, the Little Red Hen dec lares that no help is
needed. She and her chicks can eat the bread themselves. The traditional,
repetitive text provides excell
ent
reading material for beginning readers.
Barton 's colorful , simplistic , flat illustrations are perfect for thi s well-known
story .

• •••
Berg , Elizabeth . Durable Goods. Random House Publishers, 1993.
0-679-42208-0. $17.00. 192 pp.

A

9+

F

ISB N

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Twelve-year-old Katie, who lives on a military base in Texas in the late
1950s or early 1960s, is struggling with her mother' s recent death, an abusive
father, and the awakening of the woman within her. She retreats under her bed
when she mi sses her mother or when her father beats her eighteen-year-old
sister, Diane. Katie and her cl osest fri end , Cherylanne, entertain themselves
through the summer, talking of breast buds, boys, and makeup . When Katie' s
father announces that the family will be moving in thnx weeks, Katie runs away
with Diane and Diane' s boyfriend , but she later call s Cherylanne and returns
home to her fath er. The reader is left to contemplate Katie's future.
With power and simplicity , Berg has captured the bewilderment , grief, and
uncertainty of a young girl who does not have the life experi ence or famil y
support to feel safe, confident , and loved. Th ro ugh her first teenage party, her
first menstrual period , her first beer, and her fi rst runaway, Katie searches for
herself:
I stare at my pajama bottoms. What secrets lie in us. What perfection.
I touch the dried blood. What told me to do this? What was the first step?
Hormones, I know, but what are they? Can you see them? When I asked
these questions during our special hygiene class, the gym teacher told me
to stop acting up . . .. "Keep your mind focused . You have the same
problem in basketball." She was ri ght. I am hardly ever focused . My
mind is a slippery thing .
Harsh realiti es are po ignantly presented . The frankness of Katie's
struggles may disturb readers who have no more skill than Katie has to deal with
their lives , but the story is well craft ed , with ethos and not sentimentality. The
resilient Katie will stay with the reader for a long time after the covers of the
book are closed.

• •••
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Brenner, Barbara (ed.). The Earth Is Painted Green. Illustrated by S. D.
Schindler. Scholastic , Inc., 1994. ISBN 0-590-45134-0. $16.95. 82 pp.

A

3+

PT

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

PB

The Earth Is Paimed Green is a "garden" of poems about our planet.
Edited by Barbara Brenner, it is divided into seasonal sections. It includes a
general introduction that celebrates green and an ecological plea entitled "Last
Green .
This book includes poems by over seventy adult and children authors.
These poets share with the reader a variety of feelings and perspectives on plant
life. [n addition, Brenner has included poetic forms such as the word play in
thi s excerpt from McCord 's "Spidery Garden":
White flowers out or buddery ,
Potatoes made it spuddery;
And when it rained , what muddery!
This book also includes Haiku on the topic of eating stolen green apples; songs
and chants from Aztec, Popago, Navajo and Zuni Indians; free verse on weeds,
dandelions, and lawn mowers by Valerie Worth; and explosive rhymed poems
about cherry trees by X. J. Kennedy. If you enjoy growing plants and the color
green, this is a collection of poems you'll want to look at.

••••
Bridgers, Sue Ellen. Keeping Christina . HarperCollins Publishers , 1993 .
ISBN 0-06-021505-4. $14.89. 281 pp.

B+

7+

FI

Reviewed by Elizabeth Crowe

"Make new friends, but keep the old. One is silver, the other gold."
Bridgers addresses the challenges two best friends encounter when a talented
new girl, Christina, moves into their school. First Annie, and then Jill,
monopolize Christina's attention. The stress this causes in Annie and Jill's
friendship is furthered by the mystery that surrounds Christina. Christina proves
untrustworthy, and Annie and Jill learn about loyalty.
Keeping Christina is a slice out of a year in a teenager's life. It is written
ski llfulJy , and the characters are nicely developed. My only complaint was that
the book seemed a bit empty, lacking in de th or significance .
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Butterworth, Nick, & Inkpen , M ick . Jasper's Heal/stalk.
1993. ISBN 0-02-716231-1. $13 .95. Unpaginated.

A

Pre-J

FI

PB

Bradbury Press,

Reviewed by Judy and Steven Christensen

Jasper's Heal/
s talk is worth reading if only for the brightly colored
illustrations; Jasper is a cute cat. Butterworth and Inkpen give Jasper the
curious, blindly determined , and fru strated expressions of a kindergartner. The
story teaches patience, but it doesn ' t require patience to get to the end of thi s
book; the most words on anyone page is eleven, all in type that's nearly an inch
hi gh. The tex t is to the point and is humorous in its simp lici ty . If parents have
a child who can't wait for a seed to grow or who doesn' t understand the
importance of leaving something alone until its time has come, this book may
be helpful. It's also a useful companion for the traditi onal Ja ck al/d the
Beal/
stalk fairy tal e.

• •••
Carlstrom, Nancy White. Swim the Silver Sea, loshie arrer. Illustrated by Ken
Kuroi . Philomel Books, 1993. ISBN 0-399-21872-6. $14.95. 40 pp.

A

Pre-l

FI

PB

Reviewed by Judy and Steven Christensen

I can ' t dec ide whether my wife enjoys this book because of the pi ctures,
the story, or because it is set in Alaska. The pencil illu st rati ons are my favorite .
They are so soft and full that you want to cuddle the book . The subd ued and
dreamy co lors are well suited to the tone of the story. The story involves a
young otter, Joshie, who is too playful for his own good. In search of a
playmate, he leaves hi s mother' s side and eventually gets lost. His mother 's
song brings him back home. The words and music for the lullaby are included
in the book . The tex t is as soft as the pictures and t10ws easi ly .

••••
Carrick, Carol. Two Ve/y Lirrle Sisters. Illustrated by Erika Weihs. Clarion
Books, 1993. ISBN 0-395-60927-5. $14.95. 32 pp.

A

K-3

NF

PB

Reviewed by Donna Jorgensen

This charming picture book tell s the true story of two sisters who were
midgets in the nineteenth century. Although their brothers and sisters were of
normal height , Lucy and Sarah grew to be on ly forty-nine and forty-six inches.
They "did well in school and . . . they had fun at recess . The others girls
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begged them to be their baby dolls, and the boys gave them rides on their
shoulders" (p. 11). When a circus came to town they decided to join, but they
eventually got tired of being stared at, so they took dancing, singing, and acting
lessons and went on tour throughout the Wild West. People loved them
wherever they went, but the sisters grew tired of being treated like children as
they traveled , so after thirty years they returned home to care for their aging
parents and to open a tea room in their home. Sarah lived to be seventy-five
Lucy ninety-three. Their home still stands "off South Road in Chilmark,
Massachusetts. "
My children loved hearing this true story about these women. This is a
good story about people who were "different" and yet made the best of their
talents.

• •••

Carris, Joan . Stolen Bones. Illustrated by Steven Marchesi. Little Brown &
Co., Ltd , 1993. ISBN 0-316-13018-4. $14.95 . 160 pp.

A

Upper EI

FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Eleven-year-old Alex Wright accompanies his paleontologist mother to
spend the summer working at his grandfather's "dig" in Montana. His
grandfather, "Dr. Dinosaur," is plagued by the disappearance of many of his
best fossil find s. Alex, who is hoping to get to know his grandfather and win
hi s approval and love, tries to solve the mystery and reclaim the fossils.
What a great read! Carris has done her research . Each page is filled with
dinosaur information. The search for the stolen fossil s and the thief is
suspenseful and rife with danger. Evidence points first at one member of the
dig team and then another. The story is fast paced and holds the reader's
attention.
The current wave of dinomania will ensure that kids will grab this book off
the shelf; the skillful writing and engaging plot will ensure that kids will look
for other Carris books.

• •••
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"Small mouse protected by large wolf." Taken from The Story of Jumping
Mouse. Copyright © 1984 by John Steptoe. Reprinted by permission from
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Books, a div. of William Morrow & Company, Inc.
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Climo, Shirley.
The Korean Cinderella.
Illustrated by Ruth Heller.
HarperCollins Publishers, 1993 .
ISBN 0-06-020432-X .
$14.89 .
Unpaginated .

A

K+

PB

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

For years, a Korean couple waits and longs for a child. At last, Pear
Blossom is born. She is beautiful and is loved by all. But eventually her
mother dies, and her father needs someone to care for Pear Blossom, so he
marries a widow, who also has a daughter. The mean and jealous stepmother
and stepsister treat Pear Blossom with cruelty, calling her "Pigling" and "Little
Pig."
One day the stepmother decides to get rid of Pear Blossom. She gives her
three impossible tasks, but a magical spirit sends help. The young magistrate
notices Pear Blossom's beauty and asks to marry her.
This cultural Cinderella story is just as charming as Ms. Climo's Egyptian
Cinderella. It is simply written, with great attention to cultural and historical
accuracy. The illustrations are full of rich colors and designs. Each page
contains good luck symbols taken from the eaves of Korean temples. This
beautiful hook would be a wonderful addition to any collection .

••••
Demi (compiler). Demi 's Secret Garden. Henry Holt and Company, 1993.
ISBN 0-8050-2553-7. $19.95. Unpaginated.

A

2-5

PT

PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Demi selected poetry about insects and spiders from Oriental verse to the
traditional poetry of Keats, Whitman, and Rossetti. He has also created collages
of paint and patterned paper with gold embellishments to accompany each poem.
With the aid of fold-out pages, twenty tiny creatures are presented in grand
scale, including illustrations of the grasshopper, the dragonfly, the walking leaf,
the daddy longlegs, the mayfly, and the praying mantis. The beauty of the
artwork will have the reader returning again and again for another look at
Demi's Secret Garden .
Teachers could introduce the study of insects with this beautiful volume of
verse. An afterword provides a brief description of each insect or spider. After
reading the book, children may enjoy creating their own verses and illustrations
of insects. Parent
s
might use the book, along with an identification guide,
before taking a nature walk with their family .

••••
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1993
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Loop the Loop.
Illustrated by James Stevenson.
Dugan , Barbara.
Greenwillow , 1992. ISBN 0-688-09648-4 . $14.93. 28 pages.

A

3+

FI

Reviewed by Kathe C. Homer

Anne is a very young girl who spends a lot of her time playing alone and
with her doll , Eleanor , until she meets Mrs. Simpson, a strange old lady in a
wheelchair who does fantastic Yo Yo tricks. Mrs. Simpson invites Anne and
her mother to tea, but she forgets who they are and what they are doing when
they come.
Anne likes Mrs. Simpson , and they spend a lot of time together; they go
to the park, feed ducks, tell stories, and just enj oy each other's company. One
day , Mrs. Simpson breaks her hip and is taken to the hospital. She doesn' t
recover very quickly and is sent to a nursing home. Anne cares for Mrs.
Simpson's cat and spends time learning Yo Yo tricks. She fin ally tell s her
mother that Eleano r (her doll) reall y misses Mrs. Simpson . When Ann and her
mom and Eleanor and the cat go to vi sit Mrs. Simpson in the nursing home,
Mrs. Simpson comes to life and applauds Anne's tricks, even though she doesn' t
remember just who Anne is. Anne leaves her precious Eleanor with Mrs.
Simpson to keep her from getting lonely until they can visit again .
This is a look at a wonderful friendship between two lonely people.
Although there's a great age difference between them, they are willing to spend
time together, and they bring each other great j oy .

••••
Feelings, Tom (ed .). Soul Looks Back ill Wonder. Illustrated by Tom Feelings.
Di al Books, 1993. ISBN
00371-0-8
\.
10
$ 15.99. Unpaginated.

*

All

Yf

PB

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

African-American Tom Feelings did the illustrations fo r Soul Looks Back
For years
Africans have strugg led to be free of constraints and prejudice. The book
includes thirteen poets' responses to the pi ctures.
Feelings ' line drawings of people from Africa, South America, and the
United States were blueprinted onto sepia-toned sheets, then color was added
with pencils, and then finally shapes in various colors and textures were pasted
on to create each collage. The effect is stunning; it is easy to see why Feelings
won the Coretta Scott King Award for outstanding African-American illustrator.
Feelings captures the nobility of the African-American both realistically and
symbolically. The people in his illustrati ons are determined, unafraid , and
ill Wonder to celebrate four hundred years of African creativity.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol14/iss5/4
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focused on the future. Symbolism such as clasped hands, birds, flying forms,
family trees, suns, and moons adds to the layers of meaning in each illustration.
The poems include Walker's celebrations of brownness, Redmond 's
recitation of the warlike nightmare facing black "Boyz n Search of Their Soular
System," and Langston Hughes' plea for the power of dreams to make a better
future . Each poet has echoed the determination, endurance, and strength that
Feelings found in his African subjects. Created for young Africans all over the
world, this book has a visual and poetic message about the strength and value
of the human soul.

••••

Few, Roger. Macmillan Children's Guide to Endangered Animals. Macmillan
Publishing Company, 1993 . ISBN 0-02-734545-9. $17.95. 96 pp.
A-

4-8

NF

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Thi s book identifies endangered animals of six continents and major islands
through full-color illustrations, photographs, and text. The chapters, which are
arranged geographically, begin with a brief essay on conservation problems with
habitats and humans. An illustration , common name, scientific name, locale,
main threat , size, and a brief history is included for each animal. One animal
from each geographic area is di scussed in more detail.
This book is a useful starting point for young researchers. It contains an
index and a resource list that identifies conservation organizations. The entries
are too brief to provide enough information for most science reports, but the
book makes it simple to identify endangered species. Along with a companion
volume, the Macmillan Animal Encyclopedia/or Children, this guide should be
included in elementary, middle school, and public libraries .

••••
George, Jean Craighead . "Thirteen Moons" Series
The "Thirteen Moons" series by Jean Craighead George is worth
having. Each of the books in the series explores a different animal and
its relationship with the environment for a particular month of the year.
Important little-known facts about each animal are included, and the
large print and full-page illustrations are inviting. A variety of gifted
illustrators is represented in the series. At the end of each volume is
a bibliography and an index of phillts, animals, and places .

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1993
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George, Jean Craighead. The Mool! of the Monarch Butterflies. Illustrated by
Kam Mak.
HarperCollins Publishers , 1993 . ISBN 0-06-020816-3 .
$14 .89. 48 pp.
A

3-8

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

Have you ever found a monarch butterfly larvae and watched it grow and
change into a butterfly? Moon of the Monarch Butterflies traces the monarch's
long migration from Mexico to Canada and back. The larvae hatch in the fall,
and the monarch's life span is six months. In May , the butterflies return to their
birthplace in Canada after the long migration . A map of the flight path from
Canada to Mexico would have been interesting to see .

••••

George, Jean Craighead. The Moon of the Winter Bird. Illustrated by Vincent
Nasta.
HarperCollins Publisher, 1992.
ISBN 0-06-020267-X ;
0-06-020268-8 (lib bdg). $\4.89. 48 pp.
A

3-8

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

The survival of a song sparrow in Ohio in December is explored in thi s
book in the "Thirteen Moons" series. The illustrations are realistic and
sensitive.

• •••
George, Jean Craighead. The Moon of the Deer. Illustrated by Sal Catalano.
HarperCollins Publisher, 1992. ISBN 0-06-02026\-0; 0-06-020262-9 (lib
bdg). $14.89. 47 pp.
A

3-8

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

In this "Thirteen Moons" book, a young white-tailed deer survIves a
September hurricane in Mamacoke Marsh, Connecticut.
Sal Catalano's
illustrations are exquisite!

••••
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George, Jean Craighead. The Moon of the Bears. Illustrated by Ron Parker.
HarperCollins Publisher, 1993 . ISBN 0-06-022791-5; 0-06-022792-3 (lib
bdg) . $14.89. 48 pp.
A

3-8

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

This book in the "Thirteen Moons" series deals with a female black bear
and the birth of her two cubs in the February spring thaw in the Smoky
Mountains of Tennessee. Ron Parker, another gifted illustrator, adds a beautiful
touch to the interesting text.

••••

George, Jean Craighead. The Moon of the Chickarees. Illustrated by Don
Rodell.
HarperCollins Publisher, 1992.
ISBN 0-06-022507-6;
0-06-022508-4 (lib bdg). $14.89 . 48 pp.
A

3-8

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

In New England and the West, red squirrels are referred to as chickarees.
The mother red squirrel's job is to stock her storehouses and to raise her young
in the Bitteroot River Valley in Montana during the month of April. Don
Rodell' s illustrations are full of action .

••••

George, Jean Craighead . The Moon of the Moles. Illustrated by Michael
Rothman. HarperCollins Publisher, 1992. ISBN 0-06-020258-0. $14.89 .
48 pp.
A

3-8

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

What is it like to live two feet underneath the Great Plains of the United
States? This book in the "Thirteen Moons" series details the life of the Eastern
mole during the months of December and January. The impact of the
construction of a new highway on the mole's four miles of tunnels is also
explored . The lifelike illustrations are well placed .

••••
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1993
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George, Jean Craighead. The Moon a/the Salamanders. Illustrated by Marlene
Hill Werner. HarperCollins Publisher, 1992. ISBN 0-06-022609-9; 0-06022694-3 (lib bdg). $14.89. 47 pp.
A

3-8

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

NF

The March mating of Michigan 's spotted salamander is the subj ect of thi s
"Thirteen Moons" book. As in other books in the series, this animal's story is
told in relation to other wildlife, including the screech owl, whirli gig beetle. and
fairy shrimp. The illustrations are impressive .

••••

Huck, Charlotte (Poems selected by). Secret Places. Illustrated by Lindsay
Barrett George. Greenwillow Publishers, 1993 . ISBN 0-688-11670-1 (lib
bdg) . $15.00. 32 pp.

A

All

PT

PB

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Anyone who has ever had a secret place at the top of a tree or made
blanket houses on chair frames will enjoy reading about nineteen different hidi ng
spots described in Charlotte Huck's poetry anthology entitled Secret Places.
Lindsay George's illustrations enrich the poet ry: they give bright color to
Watson's hiding place among the grass, tiny tlowers , bugs, and spiders;
dramatic di stance in Nichol's fantastic path to the moon; and vivid detail to the
box of childlike mementos desc ribed by Livingston .
Many of the secret places were ones I remembered from childhood, but
there were a few new ones-the rock described by McCord, the roo tless house
(for viewing stars) by Simrnie, and the shrubbery den by Claudia Lewis.
Reading these poems made me want to try the new hiding places and prove that
secret places are for young and old alike. Take poet Karla Kuskin 's "Being
Lost" (in a book) to heart and find your favorite secret place in thi s new poetry
collection .

• •••
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Hughes, Dean. End of the Race. Atheneum Publishers, 1993.
0-689-31779-4. $13.95. 152 pp.

A

5-7

FI

ISBN

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

I have always liked good sports books, but good sports books are hard to
find. Some are too formulaic, others are merely technical accounts of contests
with little or no character development, and the worst fail on many counts.
Dean Hughes is one young adult writer whom I can count on for good
sports books. He has an genuine understanding of sports and athletes, and he
weaves this knowledge into sports settings. But his books rarely tell only of
athletic contests-his characters also face personal conflicts that are relevant and
real.
One of Hughes' newest books, End of the Race, qualifies as a good sports
book. It has the usual sports background, in this case track and field, and
woven into it is the subtle (at least initially) conflict between two twelve-year-old
boys, one black, one white. Davin and Jared have become friends because both
are assigned to run the gut-busting 400-meter race. Both enjoy running, though
they had hoped to be sprinters, and both are partially motivated to joint the team
and to do well because of family pressure. Jared wants to measure up to his
track-star older brother. Davin is pressured by his father, a former high school
track and football star, to excel, and to beat his white teammate and competitor,
Jared.
The sometimes not-so-friendly competition strains their budding
friend ship.
As always, Hughes is particularly skillful in describing the athletic scenes;
the tension is realistic and suspenseful. The racial conflict faced by Jared and
Davin in Ogden, Utah is skillfully portrayed. This novel will please young
readers who like sports books; it will also provoke readers to question their own
racial prejudices.

• •••

Jordan, Sherryl. Winter of Fire. Scholastic, Inc., 1992. ISBN 0-590-45288-6.
$13.95. 321 pp.

A+

10+

FI

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

Elsha of the Quelled is chosen by the Firelord to be his Handmaid. The
Quelled are a people branded by the Chosen and doomed to spend their lives
working in the mines to supply the Chosen with "Firestone." It is believed that
the Quelled have no intelligence, no feelings, and no souls- they are considered
less than beasts of burden. When Elsha is chosen by the great Firelord, the
Chosen community is shocked. And when the Firelord dies and Elsha claims

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1993
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hi s title and demonstrates her ability to "divine" for firestone, the lives of the
Chosen can no longer be the same. They need her, but at the same time they
despise and loathe her. El sha is no ordinary woman : she has gifts and abilities
far beyond her ability to divine.
This is a fascinating book. The reader comes to know and admire Elsha.
The reader understands the plight of the Quelled but also comes to understand
the horror that the Chosen feel when confronted with the fal seness of their
beliefs and way of life. It is difficult for even the noblest of the Chosen to
accept the truth and act accordingly .
There are a few technical problems with this book . It presumably takes
place after the world has been destroyed by a holocaust-presumably
nuclear- and the world has been enduring a nuclear winter for five hundred
years. All the trees have been destroyed , and the people are so dependent on
"firestone " (coal) that the sun has been unable to penetrate the polluted
atmosphere. I question how much coal would have to be burned to produce
such pollution- not only are the cities sunless, but the wide expanses of
wilderness are also. Furthermore, I'm not sure what the animals eat, since most
of the vegetation has been destroyed. At the end of the story, Elsha sees the sun
for the first time. She sees the beginnings of new growth-trees. Where did
the seeds come from? Have they been lying dormant for five hundred years?
However, these factors aside, I enjoyed this book and highly recommend it.

••••
Kaye, Buddy, Wi se, Fred, & Lippman, Sidney.
A You're Adorable.
Candlewick Press, 1994. ISBN 1-56402-237-4. $9.95. Unpaginated .

B

Pre-l

PT

PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Sweet-faced babies and toddlers with their pets and toys wander over,
under, and through the lyrics of the popular 1940s song "A You're Adorable."
Formatted as an alphabet book and illustrated with lively, happy watercolors,
this book will be a favorite for parents and grandparents to purchase for a new
baby. And baby is likely to enjoy the book if the adult will sing. Music for the
melody is included on the endpapers.
With the numerous splendid and unusual alphabet books, such as ABCedar,
this one, which slights the last half of the alphabet, will not be a first choice for
libraries. However, its moderate price and sentimental message will make it a
popular choice as a gift for babies or special friends .

••••
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol14/iss5/4
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Kinsey-Warnock, Natalie, & Kinsey, Helen. The Bear That Heard Crying.
Cobblehill Books/Dutton , 1993. ISBN 0-525-65103-9. $13.99. 28 pp.

A

2+

FI

PB

Reviewed by Kathe C. Homer

Based on an incident that happened in 1783, this story tells of three-yearold Sarah Whitcher's adventure. She gets lost when she tries to follow her
parents through the woods and over the mountain to her uncle's house. After
searching for three days and finding Sarah 's tracks surrounded by fresh bear
tracks, the neighbors are ready to give up . Sarah's mother begs them to try just
one more day. The next morning a man named Heath claims that he's had a
dream; he knows there is a lost child , and he has seen where she is. He finds
Sarah, and she tells of a "big black dog" that stayed with her every night and
kept her warm.
This exciting adventure is told with straightfOIward simplicity. Ted Rand 's
soft illustrations refl ect the changing moods of the story .

••••
Manson, Ainslie. A Dog Came, Too: A True Story . Illustrated by Ann Blades.
ISBN 0-689-50567-1.
$13 .95.
Macmillan International , 1993.
Unpaginated .

B-

K -2

NF

PB

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

"A True Story" - my attention was captured by the title of this book.
However, I was disappointed , because many of the details of this exciting
expedition are not included.
The story is told well and the illustrations add to the text. It didn 't bother
me that the dog was unnamed , but the people remain nameless also. The reader
does not know until the last page when the events take place or that "the
explorer " is Alexander Mackenzie. The length of the trek, the names of the
rivers and villages, and the members of the expedition are not included.
Without these detail s the book is reduced to an advanced picture book about a
devoted dog.
Perhaps the author intended to create questions in the mind of the reader.
What was the name of the "impossible river?" What was the message
Mackenzie wrote on the rock before he left the Pacific Ocean? What were the
names of the Indian tribes who were friendly? unfriendly? If A Dog Came Too
was written to arouse reader curiosity about history, it accomplished its mission.
However, this story with its beautiful illustrations would have been more
noteworthy if these interesting fac ts had been woven into the text . A map o f the
journey would have also been helpful and interesting.
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Maugham, W . Somerset, adapted by Alan Benjamin. Appoilltmellt. Illustrated
by Roger Essley. Green Tiger Press, 1993 . ISBN 0-671-75887-X .
$16 .00 . Unpaginated .

*

3+

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

PB

This story is set centuries ago in the city of Baghdad. A wealthy merchant
lives with his servant , Abdullah. The servant goes one day to the market and
sees Death in the gui se of an old woman, beckoning to him . He runs away
fri ghtened and asks his master to help him fl ee to Samarra to escape Death .
The master sends him on hi s way, then finds the old woman to inquire why she
threatened his servant. She was surprised only , she replies, to have seen the
servant in Baghdad, because she had an appointment with him that night in
Samarra.
Thi s story , adapted from a story written by W. Somerset Maugham, is
retold simply and beautifully by Alan Benjamin. But the real power of the book
lies in its illustrations. Roger Essley has evoked with great power and
persuasion the dusty li ght , the twisted streets, and the dark markets of an ancient
place. I would highl y recommend th is beautiful book to anyone who wants to
add to their collection of cultu ral fol k tales, or to anyone who loves a beautiful
book.

• •••
Mora , Francisco X. JUGn Tuza alld the Magic Pouch . Hi ghsmith Press , 1994.
ISBN 0-917846-24-9. $15..00 Unpaginated.
A

Pre-3

FI

PB

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Juan Tuza and the Magic Pouch is about a prairie dog and an armadillo
who are so poor they can't pay their rent; they love to dig but never seem to
tind a buried treasure. Then Juan, the prairie dog, helps a magical coyote, and
in return he is given a bag that gives him everything he asks for. As Juan
surveys hi s new belongings, hi s greedy possum landlord comes in to collect the
rent. The landlord demands to know where he can get a magic bag. Juan
points him in the right direction, but on hi s way to get a mag ic bag, the possum
bumps into Pepe the armadillo. Pepe is returning from the city and is carrying
a jar o f honey and a bag of old radi shes. When the possum bumps into Pepe,
Pepe gets covered with honey and then fall s in some tumbleweeds, which stick
to him and make him look like a monster. The possum landlord thinks Pepe is
the magic coyote and begs fo r a magic bag. When Pepe is confused, the greedy
land lord grabs Pepe's bag of old radishes, and Pepe returns home to find that
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he and his prairie dog friend are rich. The landlord finds that he has only a bag
of dried radishes.
Mora's story is very simple, yet full of action. The pleasant illustrations
are stylized, and the soft sand and brown desert colors are enlivened by bits of
bright color. Since the story is a fantasy, it doesn't seem to matter that the
animals are disproportionate (the prairie dog is the largest) . The unique aspect
of this tale is that Spanish words and phrases are liberally sprinkled throughout;
the meaning is explained in context, and a pronunciation glossary is included at
the end. My niece read this book to preschoolers and said it was winner.

••••

Mound , L. A. Amazing Insects. Photographs by Frank Greenaway. Alfred A.
Knopf Publishers, 1993. $10.99. 29 pp.
A

2-5

NF

Reviewed by Judy and Steven Christensen

Amazing Insects is a potpourri of insect facts and trivia. It is divided into
eleven two-page chapters and within each chapter are several paragraphs of text
and an associated illustration. The illustrations range from fanciful drawings
(such as two crickets in boxing shorts and boxing gloves) to scientific drawings,
to close-up photographs. The photographs are the most fascinating because they
are very detailed and because some of the insects are so bizarre.
This is not a comprehensive guide to insects or insect behavior; rather,
Amazing Insects offers a wide range of information that encourages curiosity.
Think of it as a scientific primer or a way to show kids that science isn't always
boring. It is also just the type of reference that could help a student decide on
a topic for a report about insects. The organization of the book promotes
browsing rather than beginning-to-end reading, so the reader can start anywhere,
skip around to anywhere, and still find something of interest. This is just the
book for those who are curious about insects .

••••

Pierce, Meredith Ann . Dark Moon . Joy Street Book-Little Brown & Co.,
1992. ISBN 0-316-70744-9. $16 .95. 238 pp.

B

7+

FI

Reviewed by Karen Newmeyer

Jan, the young prince of the Unicorns, is washed out to sea after an attack
by gryphons. He survives, makes it to land , and is captured by "two-foots,"
who revere him as the embodiment of their god. He has only vague memories
of his former life but he eventually recovers. He learns to make fire-this was
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foretold by Alma , the goddess of the Unicorns. Jan must make his way back
to his people to bring them this gift.
A narrator begins and ends the book and also shows up briefly in the
middle. The narrator turns out to be Jah-Iila, the mother of Jan's mate, Tek.
The story alternates between Jan and his adventures, and Tek and the herd of
unicorns. This adds to the suspense; however, it becomes rather annoying
when information is withheld for many chapters. Because there is another part
to the trilogy, the story is left unfini shed. There is a dark secret between
Jah-lila and Jan 's father, Korr. What it is seems pretty obvious, but it remains
to be seen until the nex t part of the trilogy is publi shed .

••••
Ross, Ramon Royal. Harper and Mooll
.
Mac Millan Publishing Company,
1993. ISBN 0-689-31803 -0. $14.95. 181 pp.

*

4+

FI

Reviewed hy Kathe C. Homer

This is a coming-of-age story with plenty o f action and some unforgettable
relationships. Harper and Moon are good friends , even though they are five
years apart in age and li ght years apart in experience. Harper's family is loving
and supportive. Moon is an o rphan whose abusive parents were killed in a car
crash years before.
No one knows where or how Moon lives, but he
occasionally pops up to spend time with Harper and his family.
Harper and Moon spend ten fantastic days together one summer with an old
man who runs a store high up in the mountains. In the fall, Harper finds the old
man buried in a shallow grave. The sheriff is sure that Moon is guilty of
murder. Even though Moon is strange and not very good at communicating,
Harper is sure that Moon is innocent , and he sets out to find the truth. This is
a very memorable story , one well worth reading .

••••

Rylant , Cynthia. A Couple of Kooks alld Other Stories about Love. Orchard
Books, 1990. ISBN 0-531-08500-7. $13 .95. 104 pp.

A

8+

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

Cynthia Rylant , winner of the 1993 Newbery Award , is a talented writer.
Her 1990 collection of short stories, A Couple of Kooks and Other Stories about
Love, demonstrates her ability to write for young adu lts.
The eight stories in this collection provide wide-ranging and interesting
views of love: "A Crush" tells of the crush that Ernie, a mentally retarded man,
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has for Dolores, the woman with the tattoo who works at the hardware store.
Ernie proves his love by leaving a jar filled with flowers from his garden at the
door of the hardware store every morning . "Checkouts" details, from both the
male and female's perspective, a brief, unrequited adolescent infatuation. Rylant
shows that old men still yearn for love and romance in "Certain Rainbows." In
"His Just Due," a young and unlucky truck driver finally finds love, happiness,
and satisfaction when he breaks up a marital squabble at the local truck stop.
A girl tries to explain to her dead mother her feelings for her new but less-thanperfect boyfriend in "Do You Know That Feeling?"
"Clematis," one of the most poignant stories in this collection, tells of
Ruth, a sixty-seven year old woman, who in her third marriage finally-and
surprisingly-finds true love. Unfortunately, her new husband , though fifteen
years younger than Ruth, dies a year after their marriage. She clings to the
pleasant memories of true love, and after Joe's death, "If someone in her class
asked her if she was married , or had ever been married, she would smile and,
with a voice warm like the breath of a lover, answer, 'Yes. Once. He died'"
(73) .
"On the Brink" explores the mental torment of a young man who's tom
between the proper and pure girlfriend he's grown up with and the beautiful
older woman in his karate class. The title story, another poignant one, "A
Couple of Kooks," tells of Dennis and Suzy, a pair of sixteen-year-olds faced
with Suzy' s unexpected pregnancy. They bravely decide to give their child up
for adoption . Before the baby is born, though, they talk to it and share their
innermost feelings and love for this child they'll never know.
Young readers will certainly enjoy reading this collection. Old readers,
already conquered by Cupid, will also be warmed by this lovable bunch of
stories.

• •••
Rylant, Cynthia. I Had Seen Castles. Harcourt, Brace, & Co., 1993 . ISBN
0-15-238003-5. $10.95. 97 pp.

*

12+

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

This is a book about war and about one boy who goes to war to save the
world and finds out that "the enemy is always interchangeable. Only the boys
in the field remain the same, no matter the war. Boys will do the fighting
because they are young and still possessed of the best faith . Only the young can
be persuaded to die for each other. Only the young can be persuaded this is the
only way."
John Dante is seventeen when Pearl Harbor is bombed, and he feels angry
and vengeful against "the enemy. " It is a sign of manhood to join the armed
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forces as soon as possible, and John enlists on the day of his eighteenth
birthday. During this national madness he meets a remarkable girl , Ginny
Burton, and falls in love. But Ginny is different; she doesn't swoon over John' s
uniform or assure him that he must go to war. She tries to talk him out of it,
tries to get him to see that the war won' t change anything. John walks into the
army and out of Ginny's life, and he is changed forever.
After three months of combat, my sureness of why I was there and why
we were fighting completely di sappeared. I had seen too many dead
enemy boys, the color drained from their faces, which, even in death , too
closely resembled my own; and as time went on I could not kill them for
words. Not for democracy, nor freedom , and certainly not for religion.
No one I know fought for these words.
I killed to keep from dying. I killed to protect the boys in my squad .
The history books would eventually say that I killed for the ideals of
human liberty . But the hi story books would be dead wrong.
Thi s book is a powerful indictment of war and what it does to the human
soul and spirit. This small volume is eloquent in its charges against war and its
pleas for sanity in a world that lacks love and peace .

••••
Shepard, Aaron. Legend of Slappy Hooper. Illustrated by Toni Goffe.
Scribners Publishers, 1993. ISBN 0-684-19535-6. $14 .95. 32 pp.

B

1-6

FI

PB

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Move over Pecos Bill and Paul Bunyan . Here comes Siappy Hooper, the
biggest, fastest, best sign painter of them all. Siappy 's signs and billboards are
so reali stic that they actually come to life.
The notion of painting eagles that fly off the billboard, flowers that attract
bees and wilt , and storm clouds that pelt passersby with rain will appeal to
readers (though it doesn' t appeal to the folks who hire Siappy). A new Tall
Tale character is overdue , and Siappy Hooper is an engaging addition to the
established roster of larger-than-life characters.
The illustrations are just okay-they don ' t enhance the text. Given the
story line, a modem-day setting would have been more appropriate. The story
is fun , though, and kids will love it. Like other Tall Tales, this story just aches
to be told as well as read. The book would be a good addition to a children's
collection just for that.

••••
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Sohi, Morteza E. Look What I Did with a Leaf! Walker & Company
Publishers, 1993. ISBN 0-8027-8215-9. $14.95. Unpaginated.
A

2-6

NF

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

Art and ecology are masterfully combined in this easy-to-use craft book
and field guide. Young readers will be excited to create crafts and to identify
leaves and will hardly notice that they're learning about art composition and the
life cycle of the leaf.
The leaf art is an exciting alternative to ho-hum leaf collections. This book
will help create a "can't wait" enthusiasm with many students. Parents can
make family nature hikes more fun and informative by referring to this book.
Sohi has illustrated and designed several children's books in Iran. Look
What I Did with a Leaf! is the first of his books published in the U.S .

••••

Taylor, Theodore. Timothy of the Cay: A Prequel-Sequel. Harcourt Brace
Publishers, 1993. ISBN 0-15-288358-4. $13.95. 161 pp.

A

5+

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

Fans of Theodore Taylor's The Cay will certainly enjoy Timothy of the
Cay: A Prequel-Sequel. It's a prequel for Timothy Gumbs, an old black sailor
who saves the life of young Phillip Enright when their ship is sunk by a U-Boat
in WW II, and it's a sequel for Phillip, the eleven-year-old who is blinded in the
disaster. Taylor alternates chapters of Timothy's childhood and life before his
marooning on the cay with chapters of Phillip's life after his rescue from the
cay.
We learn that Timothy is an orphan raised by Hannah Gumbs, a former
slave, in a small hut in St. Thomas. Timothy has always been drawn to the sea,
and at fourteen he finally fulfills his dream of signing on as a sailor on a ship
bound for the world outside the Caribbean. His ultimate dream is to captain his
own ship, but this dream is realized only after most of his loved ones have died.
Timothy'S story ends with his signing on as an able-bodied seaman on the S. S.
Hato, the ship that would eventually be sunk by the Germans.
We learn of Phillip's loneliness without Timothy and of the maturity he
gains from his three months on the cay. After his rescue, Phillip faces a new
crisis. In an effort to restore his sight, his parents take him to New York,
where a specialist examines him. The doctor explains that he might be able to
cure Phillip's blindness, but the surgery is delicate and risky. If the operation
fails, Timothy might die or be paralyzed or remain blind. Even if it succeeds,
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his vi sion will not be perfect. Hi s mother doesn't want to take the risk ; hi s
father wants Phillip to decide for himself.
Taylor successfully balances the conflicts that face both characters, and, as
he did in The Cay, makes clear the love Phillip has for Timothy. Both
characters are likeable and admirable .

••••

Weiss, Nicki . The First Night of Hanukkah. Gosset & Dunlap Publishers,
1992. ISBN 0-448-40389-7. $3 .50. 48 pp.

A

1-3

FI

PB

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

Thi s easy-reader is really interesting. While Molly is waiting for dinner
on the fi rst nig ht of Hanukkah, her Uncle Dan takes her on hi s lap and tells her
the story of wicked King Antiochus, who commands the Jews to stop praying
to their God. To force them to obey, he sends soldiers to desec rate the templ e;
they break holy vessels and set up a statue of one of the king's gods inside.
Believers gather in a village nearby, where they continue to pray to their God.
King Antiochus sends hi s soldiers to destroy the village, but the Jews fi ght
bravely. The contlict lasts for years. The villagers, under their leader, Judah
Maccabee, will not give up . Finally the soldiers relent and the Jews are allowed
to return to their temple. It is here that the miracl
e
of the menorah occurs.
After the temple is cleaned and purified, the believers prepare to li ght the great
menorah. But there is only one small jar of holy oil left , barely enough to bum
for one day. Yet it bums for eight days. It is this miracle that is reenacted
each year at Hanukkah. Just as Uncle Dan fini shes hi s story, dinner is ready ,
and Molly gets to li ght the first candle.
The story is simple yet detailed. The illustrations enhance the text rather
than detract from it. Simple, pudgy-faced characters show anger, dismay ,
determination , and joy . The moral teaching is never heavy-handed. A young
reader will enjoy this book and will learn a great deal about Hanukkah from
reading it.

••••
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Westall, Robert. In Camera and Other Stories. Scholastic, Inc., 1992. ISBN
0-590-45920-1. $13.95. 159 pp.

NR

12+

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

This book is very well written, but is definitely NOT!!! for either children
or youth audiences because it contains adult themes, adult language, and adult
situations. Many adult readers will enjoy this book very much, but it shouldn't
be reviewed in a magazine for children's books .

••••
Westall, Robert. III Camera and Other Stories. Scholastic, Inc., 1992. ISBN
0-590-45920- 1. $13 .95. 159 pp.

*

11+

FI

Reviewed by Chris Crowe

The main-and perhaps only-fault in Robert Westall's short story
collection III Camera and Other Stories is that it contains a mere five stories.
Like a guest who arrives at the buffet table too late, I finished his book
hungering for more. Westall 's stories, perhaps inappropriately billed as "horror
stories ," are tales of fully developed characters who face intriguing conflicts.
In the first and title story , "In Camera," a camera collector and his
girlfriend (who also happens to be a police sergeant) discover an undeveloped
roll of film in a 1930 Zeiss Ikon. The collector develops the film, which reveals
evidence of a young girl 's death . Justice is ultimately served, but in a surprising
and punitive way.
In "Beelzebub," a coarse but attractive young woman shows up at Mrs.
Parsons' counter in the local Register House to register the illegitimate birth of
her son. The boy was fathered by "Old Luke, "-Lucifer himself. Later, the
prim and always proper Mrs. Parsons cannot determine whether the visit from
the woman was a dream or reality.
"Blind Bill" reminds me of something out of Ellery Queen Mystery
Magazine. Bill's acute senses help him solve a crime for the police.
"Charlie Ferber" is a story for cat lovers. A young British girl is
forbidden to see or talk to Charlie Ferber, an American man who has befriended
her. Before he returns to America, he gives her a wonderful and mysterious
cat. The cat, who is dubbed "Charlie," saves the young woman from a variety
of scrapes and continues to protect her until she is grown and the real Charlie
returns.
My favorite story in the book is "He ry Marlborough." On her way into
the chapel to solemnize her marriage to a man she doesn't love, Zillah Salisbury
notices a peculiar eighteenth-century tombstone: "HENRY MARLBOROUGH,
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WIDOWER. HE BUILDED HYS HOU ON SAND." She becomes infatuated
with Marlborough and his era, convinced that he vi sits her regul arly, and
convinced that Marlborough has chosen her and waited for her to end hi s
widowerhood and her unhappy marriage. Zillah writes a historical novel about
Marlborough in which she lionizes him , only to di scover later that her
impressions were all wrong .
In all these stories, Westall shows considerable ability to develop
fascinating characters and conflicts and to engage readers from beginning to end.
I am currently looking for more Westall short stories to sate my appetite .

••••
White, T. H. The Sword ill the Stolle. Illustrated by Dennis Nolan . Philomel
Books, 1993. ISBN 0-399 -22502-1. $18.95 . 256 pp.

*

7+

FI

Reviewed by Jan Staheli

Before the sword is to be pull ed from the stone, great preparati ons must
be made-a boy must be rai sed with discipline and kindness in a world that is
perfect for a boy . He must be taught the truth about animals and man , as well
as how to draw a bow , hold a lance, and serve the hi gh tabl e. He must be
educated and develop courage and must feel, above all, the love nature has for
all beings. If he does these things, he will be prepared to draw the sword from
the anvil as easily as he would draw the sword through butter. Wart is that boy,
Merlin is his wise and kindly teacher, and the wildly beautiful Forest Sauvage,
with the castle at its edge, is the best place fo r all this preparation.
I did not remember the real wit and wisdom of thi s wonderful tale about
young Arthur, king-in-training. T. H. White's story , the first part of four in hi s
Once and Future King series, is truly timeless; it remains wild and deli ghtful
even after fifty six years. Thi s new publicati on is grand and substantial.
Paintings by Denni s Nolan evoke and enhance the warmth of young Wart 's
adventures. The paper is creamy, and the print is easy to read. This is a
must-have classic for every library!

••••

Winter, Jeanette. Klara's New World. lllustrated by Jeanette Winter. Random
House Publi shers, 1992. ISBN 679-90626-6 . $15.99. 36 pp.

A

K-3

FI

PB

Reviewed by Lovisa Lyman

Klara's parents decide to leave their stony little plot of land and go to
America in search of a better life. All winter they make preparations-they dry
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meat and fruit, bake flat bread, and weave cloth. In the spring, they pack and
bid farewell to loved ones. Grandpa gives Klara a packet of seeds to plant when
they reach their new home. A cramped ship, spoiling food, illness, and death
plague their journey. Finally they reach America and build a cabin, and Klara
plants the seeds.
This immigrant story is unique because of the wealth of detail and striking
pictures. Careful research creates a believable ship interior, clothing, and even
the tiny blue gentians that now bloom across the Midwest. Vibrant colors,
~ensitive faces, bulky, crumpled clothing, and heavy shoes combine to make
realistic characters and settings and a heartwarming story. At the end of the
book Winter includes a brief historical background for the tale .

••••

Yolen, Jane (Editor). Sleep Rhymes aroulld the World. Illustrated by artists
from seventeen countries.
Wordsong Boyds Mills Press, Inc., A
Highlights Company. ISBN 1-56397-243-3. $16.95 . 39 pp.

B

K+

PT

PB

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Sleep Rhymes around the World is an interesting collection of twenty-one
lullabies from seventeen countries. Each is presented in its native language, and
an English translation is included. Illustrations from artists native to each
country enrich the cultural setting for each song.
The idea is a marvelous one because it points out similarities among
peoples, but it is difficult to recreate the original rhythm and sounds unless the
reader knows the language or lives in a culturally diverse community. The
sensory aspects of poetry are so vital to meaning that I wish the publishers had
produced a tape of the twenty-one poems or perhaps a system for marking
sounds and rhythm so the reader could approximate the sounds and rhythms.
Another vital part of a lullaby is the melody, which helps readers feel the mood
of the words. Without the sounds, the rhythms, and the music, this book is
incomplete.
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"Jumping Mouse transformed into an eagle." Taken from The Story of Jumping
Mouse. Copyright © 1984 by John Steptoe. Reprinted by permi ssion from
Lothrop , Lee & Shepard Books, a div. of William Morrow & Company , Inc.
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